
  About the Boat Bottom Seam Repair 
Bottom seam damage could be related to heavy weight carrying, running on wave, seam heat damage, non 
proper trailer setup, workmanship issue or other reasons. If the damage is in a limited area, visible for repair 
and not related to air tight, then it is not hard to get it fixed. This instruction will give you some idea for repair 
this damage. Please read in detail before start, and you can contact Lawrence of Seamax if any questions 
about the procedures.  

1. Special Repair Kit  
We will provide a special Bottom seam repair kit, including a 250ml PVC 2 parts glue kit, 100ml acetone 
as dirt & glue mark cleaner.  80ml marine adhesive sealant and 2 large PVC fabric. This repair kit gets to 
Keep away from fire, keep out of reach by children and stored in cold. 
 
 There is a detail instruction of our 2 parts PVC glue, it is very important to read and follow its glue 

instruction in the package.  
 250ml glue is plenty enough for your repair, but you may not need to use them all. Remember you 

get to wait for the glue on the fabric surface completely dry in the air for about 10 minutes, before 
attaching them together and press hard. Otherwise, it won’t be able to stay for long. 

 Acetone is stored at a 100ml bottle. Seal the bottle back after use. When you use the acetone, you 
can drop 10-20 ml on a 6x4” cloth fabric at a time, only work on the dirt or glue mark. But you don’t 
have to remove all the old glue mark since it is not necessary for reglue. 

 Marine sealant will be applied at the middle of the gap in between the outer seam and inner seam. It 
helps the make sure there is no hole at the middle tunnel in regarding water leaking, and reinforce 
the result of the repair. Sealant will take 24 hours to dry. 

 Finally, based on the repair seam and pattern, you can cut 2 pieces of extra patch to cover and over 
lap the repair seam, it will help to reinforce your repair result from the outside and inside the boat.  

 Refer the link form our website to help understand the 2 parts glue and regular boat service: 
o 2 Part Glue instruction 
o Boat chamber repair 

 
2. Prepare the boat 

 Well wash the entitle boat after the floorboard removed, Inflate the hull chambers to at least 2 PSI, 
place the hull on trailer or keep about 2 feet high.  Let the boat fully dry in the air. Bring the boat to 
be under-cover from the sun. wait for a nice day to do the repair.  

 You can check the glue mark and make sure no more dirt and sand staying on top, you can deflate 
the bow chamber to 0.5 PSI, so you can see it through better.  

 Inspect the damaged seam, pull it harder to make sure the open seam reaching the maximum. Also 
make sure the keep chamber is deflated, so you can have more room to repair.  

 Find out the old glue mark on the boat, you will trace the glue mark to join the seam back as your 
first step. 

 Best you can use ethyl alcohol or acetone to clear the glue mark surface, especially the glue mark 
color is dark.   

 Please know those clearer are all flammable liquid and chemical smelling, you get to keep the air 
flesh all the time. Also well protect your hand and eyes during cleaning.  

 The entitle repair procedure may last 2 days to reach the best result.  
 



Day 1 Repair Procedures 

 Keep the bow chamber pressure around 1 PSI, so you can have more room for working on both 
surface when the chamber soft.   

 First to re-glue the seam from outside the boat. Turn the boat up side down to get ready. Also do not 
inflate the keep chamber.  

 Mix well about 75ml 2-part PVC glue in the paper cup, use the paint brush to apply the glue on both 
surfaces, Paint the glue 1 layer all the way from the edge by tracing the old glue mark.  

 Inflate the bow chamber to 3 PSI solid. Check the glue surface after 5 minutes, if the glue can dry out 
well and not sticky finger, you can apply the 2nd layer but must be thin.  

 Wait for another 10 minutes and make sure the glue completely dry, use a hair dryer or heat gun to 
warm up the seam for overall about 1 minute. Before you contact the both surfaces together, put 
your finger on top and you should not feel sticky. Checking the glue is dry is very important. 

 When you ready to put the bottom seam to glue together. You should start from the edge to middle. 
You get to press hard toward the solid boat chamber. So, they can have well contact together.  

 If above procedure is correct, you can find the seam bonded very solid right the way. But if you make 
a mistake and want to do again. you may need to pull it hard to open the seam, and you get the 
repaint the glue and starting from beginning, since the glue could be pull out from one side of fabric. 

 You should press hard to get out the air bubble from the contact surfaces. You can use a large 
stainless teaspoon to help pressing from middle to the edge.  Make sure you can make it as similar as 
the original. Also check any missing spot, make sure all seam can be glue well. Otherwise paint little 
big glue on the missing spot, wait for few minutes and press them together again.  

 After the repair of outside bottom seam, the seam should be able to hold the bottom very well.  Then 
you can turn the boat over to service it from inside.   

 You may need a flash light to help, next step should apply the sealant from the boat inside and focus 
on new finish seam edge. You can put the whole 70ml sealant to make sure no missing spot. Since 
Sealant will take one day to dry, so the rest of work will wait for the next day better.  If you put 
sealant on the inside seam old glue mark, make sure you can clean it well by a tower.  

 

3. Day 2 Repair Procedures 
 First inspect the glue and sealant job on the first day. Make sure it has no chance for water leaking 

and solid. If you find anything wrong, you can use the glue to get it fixed again. Or if you find 
something special and no included in this instruction, please contact with our Seamax support.  

 You can reglue the inner seam back to the pontoon by tracing with the old glue mark. Mix the glue 
and follow the same instruction.  

 Most important is to wait enough drying time for the 2 parts adhesives. And make sure don’t apply 
too much glue, otherwise it could be even worse and hard to fix again.  

 After the inner seam fixed, the boat will look the same as original.  Next step is to do the 
reinforcement layers for both sides.  

 It is easier to work from the outside, so you want to reinforce the outside seam first. Measure the 
reinforcement area, best only use one large enough patch to reinforce. So, the repair will look nicer.  
You can trace the boat seam pattern to cut the fabric. You want to overlap the old seam for about 1 
inch. then it can hold the seam well.  

 Same instruction for the inside. After you feel the job is perfectly done, you can keep the boat 
inflated for 2 more days. And you can deflate it and put the floorboard back in.  

 The boat after repair should be more solid as its new. Since you add the sealant at the middle and put 
reinforcement layer on top. And we hope this instruction can give enough help.  

 Note: If you can be sure the day 1 repair procedures are all good, you can combine the day 2 
procedures together at the same day. So, you can save some time of this repair. But make sure 100%. 


